
Technician Availability/Cost

Some installations don't have many choices for service 
technicians who specialize in large scale commercial/mechanical 
installations where a chiller and chilled water system would be 
used. Chiller system installation and service costs make them 
potentially much more expensive. 

In addition, chillers operate so the coldest room in a grow facility is 
satisfied.  The lower the temperature, the greater the energy penalty.  
The rooms that do not need those low temperatures have to modulate 
the flow to the fan coils or add additional reheat energy (and cost) 
from a second source.

With many contractors and technicians familiar with the 
compressors in Desert Aire systems, service costs can be greatly 
reduced for facility owners.

Desert Aire provides individual room control and can supply the 
conditions required for the coldest room without the energy and 
cost penalty.

Temp. and Humidity Control System
A chilled water loop and fan coil system typically rely on a controls 
contractor (coding wiz) to develop a complex, unique system to link 
individual components. The ability to successfully and 
economically execute this for a single site may be challenging. 
Owner long term costs may skyrocket as challenges are 
encountered and new sequences are requested.

Desert Aire has the most advanced control systems specific to the 
Controlled Environmental Agriculture industry.  The ability to link 
units in a specific zone, control via dew point, and the use of 
integral psychometric calculations to control the conditions is far 
beyond what many controls contractors are incorporating or 
capable of.  Our experience in years of installations account for this 
capability. Keep owner costs low. Why try to reinvent the wheel?

Heat issues cause yellowing, brown spots
and curling leaves.

Modulating Fans for
Sensible Heat Ratio Control
What the what!?  Most fan coils used with chilled water systems 
do not have fully modulating fans, water flows and water 
temperature.  Without sophisticated control, you cannot 
control the system based on the needs of the plant.  This 
makes plants mad!

Desert Aire GrowAire units not only have these standard, but come 
with controls that measure sensible heat ratio based on current room 
conditions and adjust cooling and dehumidification capacity with a 
combination of fan speed and refrigeration control.  In English, 
we’re providing a 5-star luxury experience for the cannabis 
plants to grow a bountiful harvest.

Reheat
Almost all chiller systems rely on “new energy” to reheat the air 
and the variable humidity load from evapotranspiration of the 
plants as they grow.  There is no recapture of energy to use for 
reheating.  This has a major impact on your utility bills and 
decline of post-harvest margin due to lack of humidity control.

Desert Aire systems have a full sized hot gas reheat that uses no 
new energy and has full modulation.  This is a very important 
feature that reduces energy cost, increases control and 
maximizes post-harvest margins.

Tricky Equipment Selection
In a chilled water system, you need a seasoned indoor cultivation 
expert designing the system. The wrong chiller selection will lead 
to undesired room temperature and humidity. Your Master 
Grower will pull their hair out and you can kiss your 
post-harvest margin goodbye.

Desert Aire GrowAire has a proprietary formula for expertly 
selecting the right equipment for your facility every time. Your 
Master Grower can focus on the plants and not calling an HVAC 
tech every other day. Happy plants and happy bank accounts 
live here. 

Mold is incredibly hard to remove from 
Cannabis once it starts growing.

FOR CANNABIS GROW ROOMS
THE PERILS OF USING CHILLED WATER HVAC SYSTEMS

Choose Desert Aire and Midwest Machinery for maximum 
plant yield, the best post-harvest, and most importantly ... 

... happy plants.

Desert Aire GrowAire has helped produce up to 30% more post-harvest 
yield at significant lower operating cost vs. other HVAC systems.

https://midwestmachinery.net/podcast-episode-19-master-indoor-cannabis-grow-room-design/

